The role of nutrition in tackling dental caries
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Abstract

Nutrition provides life to cells, their components, and organisms. It is the adequate stipulation of substances like various minerals, fiber, vitamins, water, and some other necessary food components. Malnutrition may lead to the oral cavity and cause oral disease that can cause by many factors like changing in tissue homeostasis, decreased tissue repairment, and reduced resistance to microbial load. Low intake of food, deficiency of nutrients, and improper consumption of nutrients in the everyday diet promote oral and dental problems in individuals. It can lead to many health issues and cause many diseases. Fruits and vegetables contain many nutrients that promote good health and fight against many diseases, but the pH of many fruits can be acidic, and it promotes tooth decay. It shows that the simple fruit lowers less pH of saliva as juxtapose to processed juices due to the presence of artificial sugars. Simple fruit contains more nutrients than juices. But fresh juice contains nutrients that accept fiber content and less deduction of other nutrients than in processed juice. Fresh juices lower the pH and help to destroy microorganisms. Daily consumption of processed juice can cause dental caries which lead to loss of teeth in later ages. Oral health is most important for the rest of the body; any oral diseases can lead to many other diseases in the body. The pH of saliva has great importance in an individual’s life, as the pH decreases it increases the chance of production of microorganisms. Microorganisms are the key role in developing dental caries. Acidic foods decrease the pH and cause more microorganisms.
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Introduction

Nutrition is the study of food, how it reacts, and affects the body. Nutrition provides life to cells, their components, and organisms. It is the adequate stipulation of substances like various minerals, fiber, vitamins, water, and some other necessary food components. Many common health issues can prevent or relieved with good nutrition \cite{1}. Diet is the volume or number of commodities of foods which ingested by human being every day and have a great impact on the human body...
Fruits and vegetables have great importance in human life as it helps in many metabolic processes and help in fighting against many chronic diseases. According to the world health organization (WHO), the minimum consumption of 400g of vegetables and fruits daily intake helps in fighting many chronic diseases [3]. For example, type 2 diabetes [4] heart diseases [5] dementia [6], glaucoma [7], cancer [8], hypertension [9], and many other diseases. Fruits and vegetables help in improving the multimorbidity [10].

Diet in the subject of nutrition can be called the sum of all foods consumed by an individual daily. Diet has a great effect on the metabolic processes of the body. Diet and oral health come side by side especially in the matter of saliva. Saliva is the watery material secreted by the salivary gland present in the mouth. The saliva of human beings is composed of 99.5% water and the other 0.5% is composed of mucus, glycoprotein, electrolytes, antimicrobial agents, and enzymes. An approximately healthy person can produce about 0.75-1.5-liter saliva per day but the amount becomes almost zero in sleeping conditions [2]. Nutrition is a potent constituent of oral health. There is a ceaseless synergy between nutrition and the state of the oral cavity in the health and problems associated with them [11]. Malnutrition may lead to the oral cavity and cause oral disease that can cause by many factors like changing in tissue homeostasis, decreased tissue repairment, and reduced resistance to microbial load [12]. There’s a diverse relationship between nutrition and oral health, just like that oral health has a great impact on nutrition, and nutrition also affects oral health [13].

Nutritional status and oral health have greatly impacted each other [24]. Improper food intake and lack of nutrients in the diet can increase the chance of oral health problems [14]. If food is not properly chewed than it can cause malnutrition at any age of life while proper chewing can help in proper absorption of nutrients and improve the health of an individual [15]. Dental health problems in childhood can cause problems of dental cavities in future life [16]. Children with dental problems can disturb their intellectual growth interfering with nutrition, concentration in school, and their comfort level but motivational interviewing can help in improving dental health [17]. Oral caries is several factor sickness and a few elements have been related to dental caries, including oral cleanliness, fluoride revelation, access to oral care, bottle encouraging, and admission of sustenance or refreshments that are high in sucrose and starches [18]. The presence of a high level of DMFT (number of decayed, missing, and filled teeth) shows that an individual’s regular intake of food consists of a high level of sugary foods [19].

**Oral diseases**

Oral hygiene and nutritional status have a sizeable influence on each other [24]. Low intake of food, deficiency of nutrients, and improper consumption of nutrients in the everyday diet promote oral and dental problems in individuals. If a person is taking proper diet and nutrients in the daily diet it helps in improving the health and prevention of many diseases but if he does not chew the food properly then food does not provide proper nourishment and can cause the problem in digestion and absorption in the body. It can lead to many health issues and cause many diseases [41].

Oral cavities are formed when the pH of saliva goes to acidic medium and it promotes the growth of certain bacteria but they are some bacterial species who promote the rose in pH and help them to goes in alkali medium like lactobacillus, Streptococcus mitis, actinomycetes, spirochetes, Streptococcus parasanguinis, and Streptococcus gordonii. Free arginine which is not bound to any peptides metabolizes these bacteria with the
help of arginine deaminase and converts them to ornithine, carbon dioxide, and ammonia. The diet having more arginine encourages the production of these microbes [42] and helps in protecting the oral cavity by increasing in pH of saliva, fasten the internal tubules of the tooth, and revitalize the dentine with the help of minerals and vitamins like vitamin D, calcium, vitamin K and magnesium [43]. When alkaline metabolites are formed then it helps in removing the tooth decay in their premature period [44]. Type of diet intake, the amount and type of bacteria present on the surface of teeth, and the amount of saliva production is greatly associated with oral cavities. When the pH of saliva goes to acidic medium and growth of those bacteria which cause dental cavities like lactobacillus caesi and streptococcus mutants assist the development of oral cavities. Additionally, more drop in pH level can cause demineralization of the surface of teeth. The pH of plaque has a rudimentary character instability of biofilm on the exterior part of the tooth [45].

Oral haleness is the window into the fitness of the body. It is a fundamental part of health because it is considered a door to numerous diseases of the body. Any diseases in the mouth (sores, facial pain, bacterial or viral infection, throat pain, and cancer) can cause problems in chewing which can lead to further health problems. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), three main oral diseases are dental cavities, periodontal disease, and mouth cancer. School going children have the chance of cavities around 60-90%. Periodontal disease can lead to tooth loss in middle age (35-44 years), around 15-20%. People who give less attention to their oral health can lead to oral cancer [46]. Oral cavities help in the diagnosis of diseases and their treatment. It also acts as an indicator of health. In the case of oral health, nutrition does not affect only the issues related to dental health but also has an impact on overall general body health. Gum disease, the problem in mucus membranes, disruption in teeth, dental caries, and problem in salivary gland they are infectious and interpret the integrity of oral health [47]. Dietary intake is a determining factor for the oral tissues to which bacteria bind to substrates (i.e. epithelium, collagen, bone, teeth), as well as saliva. Common oral diseases are periodontal and dental cavities and they lead to tooth pain in childhood and may lead to tooth loss during adulthood. These diseases are common in developing countries due to a lack of oral health care. Many cases also register daily in industrialized states of countries. In European countries, these diseases seem to be reduced in fresh years due to health care. After different types of studies which include longitudinal and many observational studies show that different possible elements lead to dental cavities, it includes clinical factors, behavioral factors, and nutritional factors. Behavioral components include the utilization of products containing fluorine daily, the number of brushing daily, frequency of going to the dentist. Consistency and frequency of utilization of dental carried causing foods [48]. Within these possible factors, nutritional and behavioral components can be faultless with small effort, and then these practices can be habitual with time and small attempts. If these practices develop in early ages and continue in later ages foremost towards good oral health. The study includes 44.5% males and 55.6% females. The result shows that 93% brushed their teeth daily but 36.2% do not use fluoridated toothpaste. Almost 95% had 4-6 teeth containing plaque [49].

Species in dental caries
Miller’s theory was widely accepted that the number of bacteria present in the mouth like Streptococcus mutans, Streptococcus sorbinus, Lactobacillus spp. and Actinomyces spp. were responsible for the
formation of acids from the process of decomposition of carbohydrate. Then these acids promote the dissolving of calcium phosphate which was present in the enamel of teeth. Lowered salivary pH gives favorable conditions to bacteria to grow faster [50].

*Mutans streptococci (MS)* are the main reason for developing dental cavities. To measure the effect of different snacks on the pH of plaque in school-going children, the study was conducted. The children were select with divergent levels of bacteria. Participants were six in number with a low level of bacteria in saliva (106 MS/ml). After giving different snacks results shows that these snacks lower the plaque pH, which ultimately promotes dental caries. Researchers ranked the snacks as 10% sucrose > milk chocolate > sweet biscuit > sticky rice with banana > instant noodle [51].

**Symptoms of dental caries**
The fundamental reasons for dental cavities are sweeteners and high carbohydrates foods. Sucrose when matured by buccal cavity microbes like *Lactobacillus casei* and *Streptococcus mutans* gives high vitality esteems and hydrogen particle focus subsequently bringing down the pH which assimilates dentin and finishes prompting dental caries and promoting the demineralization of teeth. Kids who gulp down more soft drinks as compared to organic fruit juices and milk have more possibilities of growth of oral cavities. In school going children, more carbohydrate-containing snack consumption enhances the chance of oral cavities but cheese and yogurt intake after with cariogenic foods lowers the chance of cavities due to the presence of calcium, phosphorus, and buffering potential [52]. In the matter of fruits, the cariogenic potential index (CPI) of banana and kiwi is higher than any fruit. Sugar’s dietary forms like honey, corn syrup, brown sugar produce organic acids by bacteria to cause cavities. The relation of sucrose with oral cavities has been accepted [53]. The critical pH varies over a broad range, its value relies on the concentrations of calcium and phosphate in the solution (Dawes, 2003). The most persistent symptoms related to oral caries were toothache (56.2%), pain during eating or drinking (51.2%), tooth sensitivity (53.8%) and they related to socioeconomic status (SES). Pus in tooth and loose or separating teeth are related to low SES but bleeding during brushing of teeth, flossing, the sensation of the hot and cold count was higher in SES [54].

**Dental caries and saliva**
The process of Dental caries called an endemic bacterial ailment process, which caused by acids from bacterial assimilation diffusing into complete and dissolving the mineral. With the help of fermentable starches, micro-organisms make regular acids to destroy the teeth. The caries method is a continuum happening as a result of various cycles of demineralization and re-mineralization. Demineralization begins at the atomic level at the jeweled surface inside the clean. The major aim of the study was to analyze the physio-chemical properties of saliva that may include the flow of saliva, flow rate, pH calcium level, total protein, buffering capacity, anti-oxidant level among the caries-free children and the children with children having active caries [55]. A sample of 120 healthy children was taken and then divided into groups and further divided according to gender, then further divide into caries-free or 15 specific children with active caries in each group. A sample of unstimulated saliva was taken by the method of suction and then flow rates were used to determine. Then these samples were passed through a process to analyze the pH, buffering capacity, protein, antioxidants, and calcium levels, then it passed through statistical analysis that includes t-test. The results reported that when a comparison analysis was taken among caries-free and
active children flow rate, pH and buffering capacity were slightly reduced among caries active children but the content of protein and antioxidant has been increased among children with active children and the level of calcium has been decreased among caries active children a conclusion was drawn that the physicochemical properties of saliva play a significant role in the progression of saliva [56].

**pH and other factors in dental caries**

Some factors like salivary flow rate, buffering capacity, pH is highly related to oral health problems like dental caries, but some studies from the literature regarding cystic fibrosis associated with factors of salivary and some issues regarding caries are indeterminate. The purpose of this study was to analyze the effect of these factors and their relation to dental problems like caries among individuals who are suffering from cystic fibrosis. A sample of the un-stimulated whole was withdrawn from Seattle children hospital cystic fibrosis clinic (n=83) from individuals ages falls from 6-20 years. The salivary flow rate was measure by unit ML per minute [58]. It can be measured by an instrument called laboratory pH meter. The capacity of buffering was measure by the titration with HCL. The resulting measurement includes the prevalence of caries; it may report the number of destructions among teeth that may include decaying of teeth, missing teeth, or fill primary and permanent tooth surfaces [59].

Thet-test and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was used to test for the bivariate subordinate. The different kind of variable models like multiple variable regression model was used to perform a different kind of analyses that are confounder adjusted analyses or another method include the access of potential interactions. There was no relation among the prevalence of caries because of buffering capacity and salivary flow rate. There was a negative relation between the salivary pH and the prevalence of caries, but this relationship was no longer important after the age adjustment. There was no inclusive interaction among the salivary flow rate or the usage of antibiotics, buffering capacity, and some other factors of the salivary flow rate. The results reported that the unstimulated salivary factors are not associated with any oral health issues among the individuals having cystic fibrosis [60-65].

**Dental caries in children and teenagers**

Sample of 630 parents and counseling of taking interest in their child’s oral care was done by nutritionists and physicians in the Netherland show positive results as 80% of parents were convince and they pay attention to oral health to avoid dental cavities and tooth loss of their children [66-68]. The study included 7079 people, ages around about between 18-70 years. Study shows that 61.1% people have adequate oral care in childhood but rest of 38.9% people do not have proper and adequate oral care in their childhood which increases the risk of cavities and other diseases like periodontal diseases or oral cancer in their later ages [69-73]. Developmental defects of enamel in Chinese preschooler children can cause dental caries but consuming high sugary foods can make them even worse which gives the result of tooth loss [74-79].

To check the changes in salivary pH 39 children aged 8-12 were evaluated. Saliva was collected after different intervals to know about changes in pH [80]. The first-day carbonated drink was given and second-day fruit juice was given in non-transparent glass and then measure the pH changes by taking saliva immediately after the last sip, 5 minutes, 10 minutes after the last sip, 15 minutes after last sip and 30 minutes after the last sip [81]. And the results show that salivary pH was more lowered by mixed juice when differentiating with carbonated drinks [82]. According to collected data pH of saliva immediately goes to acidic medium after the
last sip of juice. Data shows that pH ranges for mixed juice were lye between 3.26- 6.53 and their mean value was 4.89±0.97 and for soda drinks, pH ranges lye from 3.21-6.86 and their mean values were 5.47±0.78. Then it was concluded that both types of drinks lowered the salivary pH and they can cause tooth loss in severe damage. It was suggested not to drink these drinks daily [83].

The research was conduct between 90 school going children age 6-12. Children were divided into two groups study group and control group. Comparison between xylitol-based chewing gum and paraffin pellets and their effect on salivary pH, the capacity of buffering, Streptococcus mutans level at baseline, and flow rate of saliva. Chewing gums were giving to them after their lunch in school. Data collected in two phases, in first phase data was collected with paraffin pellets and in second phase data was collected with xylitol-based chewing gum. After the evaluation of collected data, the results told after using stat-graphics was that less 0.5% was affected on pH and buffering level. Less production of Streptococcus mutans was seen. But it shows to increase the production of saliva with increase salivary flow [84].

The study was conducted to evaluate the influence of behavioral peril feature and diet. The study consists of 782 teenagers between 11-17 years. The teenager was designated from public or government schools. All the members of the study were cross-examined with the help of a questionnaire. The questionnaire contains questions about their dietary habits, early morning habits, habits of tooth brushing, Food frequency chat. The criteria of formulation of form and its evaluation were according to the criteria of WHO. Teenager who consumes sugar tea, sugar milk, and biscuits once in a week increases the DMFT index. Those adolescents who brush their teeth less than 2-3 times a day have greater chances of developing dental caries. The study shows that the style of the utilization of sweetened food commodities has a great effect on plaque formation [85].

### Dental cavities

Dental cavities not only considered as a medical problem, but numerous socio-demographic components are analogous with this. Several possibilities like eating, age, ethnic group, and gender, these factors play an important role in pervasiveness and incidence of dental cavities in population. Furthermore, factors that take part in causing the dental caries are the number of family members, the status of socio-economic, earnings or salary of parents and habits of oral sterility include perennial of brushing of the tooth in a day, mouth rinsing after eating, bad or faulty breath, toothache. Numerous studies organize in divergent urban and rural areas of India with great population report that as the age grows the number of chances of the ubiquity of dental cavities also increases. Children of low income or salary categories have increased the probability of success of oral cavities as compared to those children who belong to higher class families. Populations to lower or middle-class families usually have a lack of oral sanitation implementations as their living territory is unhygienic. These considerations frequently escort oral cavities. In the past usually, the regularity of oral cavities was evaluated by the number of siblings and family members. It was noted that if families have the only child have fewer chances of having dental caries as juxtapose to those families having two or more children. As the times pass and the number of family members increases, the lack of supervision and control are given by the mother given to them and the elder sibling receives most less care [32].

After dental caries, periodontal disease is the most leading disease of oral health. Its influence can be on more than one part of periodontium which appends alveolar bone, ligament of periodontal, cementum, and
It acts as a chronic disease and due to the high prevalence of the periodontal disease, it acts as a growing load on healthcare structure, people, and different societies around worldwide. In severe condition, periodontal disease leads to tooth loss and constitute to partial and full edentulism in the adult population with 5-20% globally. The treatment of periodontal disease is costly due to its prevalence and its rate of affection on the status of life. Studies show the evidence that periodontal disease can cause pain, discomfort, bleeding in the gingival layer, swelling, and food packing. This can be caused by gender, race, age, and area of residence of an individual to some severity and some variable extent. Plaque is the main reason for the occurrence of periodontal sickness. Plaque consists of those micro-organisms which lead to tooth loss in severe condition. These micro-organisms releases in two ways, directly and indirectly. Directly they release by enzymes, toxic products made during metabolism, and many other toxins. Indirectly it is released by the reaction of hypersensitivity and complement activation which leads to periodontal diseases. The main and only cause of periodontal disease is the disturbance of the balance of connection of etiological agents and resistance providers [33].

Cavities in primary dentition at less than 6 years of life called early childhood caries (ECC). It is multiplex and multifactorial disease, in which diseases are caused by different other diseases and also affect other diseases. It may cause by lack of education of parents, childhood indigence, unsuitable implementation of practices of feeding to the infant, lack of oral health beneficial nutrients, no or very fewer visits to the dentist, insufficient oral health care guidance, less perinatal fitness and other risk factors like microbiological and salivary factors promote the etiology of early childhood caries (ECC) [34].

Dental caries is 100% analogously with juices of fruit, but the connection between them is not yet clear. Children aged 2 to 10 years involved in National Health and Nutrition and their data were collected. After 14 surveys of National Health and Nutrition on children, researchers recommended that children who consume 100% organic juice at the amount of 17 ounces daily have increased the feasibility for micro-organisms to grow and cause dental caries [35].

Dental caries and genes

Genes have a special place in human life. Many diseases depend on the genetic making of a person. Twin studies and heritability takes a major part in causing dental caries. There are two types of dentations, primary dentition, and permanent dentition. Phenotype variations with 50-70% take place in the prevalence of primary dentition while in permanent dentition it takes 35-55% [90]. Many genes necessitate the development and formation of the tooth, salivary protein, and immunological system.

The study was conducted to estimate the link between dental cavities and sweet genes. Researchers investigate the intake of sugar and liking sweet products daily. As individuals like to eat sweet products daily, it can increase the chance of dental caries. Research involves the measurements of missing teeth, decayed teeth, filled teeth, and DMFT index. 362 females and 285 males between 18-65 years participate in the study. Participants were select from six different villages of northeastern Italy. Liking sweet food products was evaluated with the help of a 9-point scale [91]. Dietary history taken from participants to calculate the daily consumption of simple sugar; it includes both naturally found sugar in food and artificially added sugar food products. Two genes that are associated with the DFMT index are GLUT2 and TAS1R2. A comparison of both GG homozygous individuals for rs1499821 in GLUT2 gene and rs3935570 in the
TAS1R2 gene was calculated. This shows that GLUT2 shows a higher level of DMFT with \( p \)-value 0.0273 while TAS1R2 shows a \( p \)-value 0.0117. This study reveals that there is a great factor of genes in causing cavities pervasiveness and accentuate the character of liking the sweet products as it indicates the risk of dental caries [92].

**Importance of nutrition in dental caries**

According to the American diet association that nutrition is an essential component for the maintenance of oral health. The American Dietetic Association (ADA) influences the compounding of oral health with other services like nutrition services, education, and research. Dietetics and dental professionals collaborated for the maintenance of oral health and it is highly recommended for the prevention of intervention of oral health. The epidemiological and scientific data propose a womb to tomb collaboration among nutrition and the maintenance of oral health or prevention of disease. The relation of oral health and nutrition had an interactive duplex relationship. The functional ability to diet and nutritional status was affected by oral health and some oral infections like a chronic, acute, terminal systemic disease with oral infection signs and symptoms impacted the functional ability to eat. Diet and nutrition may impact the progression of the oral cavity and oral health diseases. As the acknowledgment enhanced or more discoveries show the link between oral and nutritional health. The health care providers of both disciplines have to know about the screening, or some important baseline education or the inclusively the patient care. The practice of dietetics requires registered dietitians that must provide medical nutrition therapy that inclusively incorporates a patient requirement that includes all the aspects of oral health and or the other bodily need as well. A perspective was concluding by the dietetic and the other clinical practices that intimate that the nutrition in oral health is necessary and essential for oral health and dentitic educational awareness programs. In research, education the collaboration between dietetics and dentistry is required for oral health betterment, and the depiction of health provider practice roles is needed to guarantee intensive health care [40].

**Fruits and oral health**

Fruit considered as healthy food commodity as it contains a large number of vitamins and minerals which helps in all processes taken place in the body. The fruit was a healthy choice and recommended daily as 2-3 serving daily for normal individuals [61]. A healthy diet contains fruit juice daily as they play an important role in the functioning of the body. One cup of fruit juice provides different nutrients like potassium, vitamin C, folate, phosphorus, and antioxidants. Australian Guide to Healthy states that “Fruit juice should count as serving in daily diet plan”. Fruit juices fortified with calcium, fiber, vitamin A promoted for good health and it helps in enhancing the nutritional contribution in a healthy diet [62].

**Dental health and carbohydrates**

Dental plaque pH changes, after the utilization of sweet chocolate, sweet cookies, instant noodles, sticky rice with banana, and a 10% sucrose positive control were estimated utilizing pH-anode. The test foods were position by most extreme pH drop in about indistinguishable requests in the two gatherings from taking after 10% sucrose > sweet chocolate > sweet cookies > sticky rice with banana > instant noodle [63].

**Dental caries and calcium**

The addition of calcium salts in juices and other foods helps in fighting against pH lowering substances but the evaluation of calcium-fortified products shows that they also promote the lowering of pH of saliva to some extent. After the consumption of calcium-fortified products, there was a drop
in salivary pH (pH/0.5) and a decrease in perceived taste (pH/0.001) [64].

**Dental caries and cereals**

Many commercial brands declare that their breakfast cereals provide protein with other essential nutrients but flavored and unflavored cereals, both were cariogenic to oral health. Flavored cereals drop the maximum pH within 15 minutes while unflavored cereals take more time to drop the pH at the maximum level. In the comparison of carcinogenicity and microbiological effects of soluble starch and sucrose shows that sucrose is more cariogenic then soluble starch [65]. The value of pH goes down to 0.005 after 20 minutes of consumption of ready to eat dry cereals with sugar added which can cause caries in teeth. There was an immediate higher fall in salivary pH after consuming fresh fruit juices and it advised to swill the mouth after drinking fruit juice [66].

Exposure of carbohydrates for a long period can cause acidic plaque habitat for bacteria which can cause demineralization of the enamel of teeth and then at the end cavity is formed. Hydroalcoholic compounds of juice and peel of pomegranate show cariogenic properties but literature show that polyphenolic extracts of pomegranate used for the treatment and prevention of dental cavities [67].

Raisins contain flavonoids, iron, and polyphenols which had good potential to give health benefits. Examination of raisins and bran cereals containing raisins in children between 7-11 years shows that it does not lower the salivary pH under 6 in the next 30 minutes of consumption and it was considered as a healthy snack as compare to frequently eaten snack foods [68].

**Dental caries and drinks**

Drinks were wealthy in sugar and producers should better educate customers on the sugar content. Dental caries was a perpetual sickness of adolescence, which has normal hazard factors with weight. General experts, dieticians, and dental practitioners must cooperate to give preventive direction: natural product juice consumption should be limited and different refreshments restricted to incidental utilization; organic product juice may add to just a single segment of the suggested daily five servings [69]. Dentists, when talked about the oral disease with patients, should acknowledge about sugary and non-sugary foods and their possible effect on health but hydroxyapatite contains little amount of impurities such as sodium, carbonate magnesium, etc and these impurities promote the loss of phosphate and calcium when an acid attack the tooth [70].

Oral cavities formed when the frequency of consumption of acidic drinks increased to limits. The most consumed drink was orange juice and cola based drinks. Both drinks are acidic but their ability to sustain the low pH for a longer period was different due to buffering action of phosphoric acid in cola based drinks and it had low titratable acidity (maintaining low pH for time) but the oranges had high titratable acidity due to the presence of citric acid, naturally present in all citrus foods. All the citrus food had a high capacity to drop the salivary pH for a longer period and cause dental cavities [71].

Fresh fruit juices were considered as a beneficial and nutritious drink that provides lots of vitamins and minerals to the body but there are some side effects also present. Some fruits are acidic thus their juices are also acidic which helps in the growth of bacteria like *Streptococcus mutans* and *Lactobacillus casei* and cause cavities [72]. The range of pH drop after consumption of different juices were 3.12-6.01 and a major fall in pH level after drinking mixed fruit juice. There was an immediate higher fall in salivary pH after consuming fresh fruit juices and is advised to swill the mouth after drinking fruit juice [73]. Research on 723 subjects with proper and complete data, contains 54% females, and 46% of males show that there is a 33%
prevalence of caries. Mostly people consumed sugar drinks and highly refined carbohydrates but after modification in their diet shows better results and decrease in dental caries. Modification of diet contains the replacement of sugary drinks to natural juices without added sugar and refined carbohydrate to unrefined carbohydrates which consist of high fiber as compared to refined [74]. The pH of saliva immediately drops down after the consumption of sugary rich drinks. As they explicated from mouth rapidly, they had erosive and cariogenic property which promote the lowering of pH of saliva and cause dental cavities. Then it was suggested minimizing the consumption of sugary rich drinks, especially in children to prevent dental cavities [75].

Two properties of soda drinks are thought to be the reason of carcinogenicity, first is its ability to cause lowering of pH and some drinks have the ability of titrable acidity which causes damage and erosion on surfaces of enamel and second is soda drinks contain fermentable carbohydrates which are then metabolized with help of plaque and micro-organism and they make organic acids as their by-product in saliva and dental plaque. Then the process of demineralization leading toward oral cavities [76]. Fruit juices manufacturer add more sugar in their processing of juice because it enhances and increases the taste. More sugar more the taste. Carbonated drinks have more content of acidic which means it has more ability to lead towards the process of demineralization of enamel surface [77].

Dental caries and probiotics
Probiotics present in yogurt have many health benefits as it helps in digestion of foods and enhance the immunity of individual also helps in curing the dental cavities but further studies need to find out the relation between probiotics and oral health properly [78]. Encouragement of sleep and restrict rich sugary drinks and food provide several advantages like weight loss and prevention of dental caries [79].

Dental caries and cheese
According to Turkish heritage, their white cheese accommodates less protein, phosphate, and calcium when the cheese is juxtaposed with cheddar cheese, but it was unknown to find its potential of causing carcinogenicity. In turkey, sugarless yogurt and white cheese are persistently devoured in breakfast daily. The study was conducted to appraise the acidogenic prospects of white cheese and sugarless yogurt with a drench of tincture of sucrose. After consumption pH microelectrode was used to measure the pH of plaque at different intervals between 1-60 minutes. White cheese seems to raise the pH after 1 minute of the utilization of the sample. Utilization of white cheese for 5 minutes after drench of 10% tincture of sucrose raises the pH level rapidly but consumption of sugarless yogurt for 5 minutes after sucrose solution knock down the pH level as before utilization. The study shows that sugarless yogurt reduces the pH level while white cheese increases the pH level of plaque [86].

Dental caries and chewing
In the 1970s, chewing gum was firstly used in the dentistry department to check their relationship with each other. A study was conduct called Turku sugar studies during the years 1973-1973 and results show excellent work on xylitol-based chewing gums as super anti-caries qualities. After successful results, many doctors especially Scandinavian countries-based dentists start studying on prevention of dental caries with the help of the importance of masticating the xylitol based sweetened gums [87]. According to the research amount of saliva production is equal to the amount of presence of dental caries. Chewing gums are known to increase and promote more production of saliva. The research was conduct and after different clinical trials show that if an individual
consumes sugar-free chewing gum after meals for some time it helps in diminishing the occurrence of dental cavities [88]. The research was conducted on chewing gum between 45 school-going children. Children were divided into two groups study group and control group. Comparison between xylitol-based chewing gum and paraffin pellets and their effect on salivary pH, the capacity of buffering, *Streptococcus mutans* level at baseline, and flow rate of saliva. Chewing gums were giving to them after their lunch in school. Data collected in two phases, in first phase data was collected with paraffin pellets and in second phase data was collected with xylitol-based chewing gum. After the evaluation of collected data, the results told after using stat-Graphics was that less 0.5% was affected on pH and buffering level. Less production of *Streptococcus mutans* was seen. But it shows to increase the production of saliva with increase salivary flow [89].

**Dental caries and bread**

Different type of bread was used all over the world according to consumers taste and preferences. Bread is considering a rich source of energy as it contains lots of carbohydrates. Two types of bread are used consist of dissimilar physical attributes, simple traditionally baked, and second was soft and bulky bread. The participant was select based on DMFT. The bread was given to participants after the pH of the plaque was tested after different interregnum followed by right after last bite, 1 minute, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 15 minutes, 20 minutes, 30 minutes. ANOVA and Tukey test (α= 0.05) was used for the examination of data. The result shows that soft and bulky bread can cause more dental caries as compared to simple baked bread [93].

**Dental caries and chocolates**

A study was conducted to analyze the acidogenic response of plaque while using different European chocolates with different concentrations of cocoa powder. in this study, 14 subjects were selected to investigate the response. In this, the plaque test was conducted at baseline level at different time intervals as 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 minutes after the consumption of comparative foods including test chocolate or control foods. In the 30 secs, a sample of the plaque was abstracted from the buccal area of the posterior side of teeth that represent half of the teeth portion. the instrument used to measured the plaque was the ISFET electrode that had been connected to the Sentron 2001 ph system [94]. Different variety of chocolates were selected with different content of cocoa ratios, the test chocolates were diet chocolate, plain English chocolate, plain European chocolate, milk English chocolate, milk European chocolate, milk chocolate with hazelnuts and white chocolates having different cocoa content respectively 34, 70, 20, 30, 20% and no cocoa the were allowed to consume 15g of each chocolate and the adequate amount of sucrose and sorbitol solution was presented to the volunteers as a control food that was about 10%. then the results analyzed the diet chocolates gave significantly different results as compared to other chocolates or and similar to the parameters that were studied for the solution of sorbitol. The PEC and MHC showed pH that ranges that were lower at 0.20±0.34 and 0.60±1.40 they are lower than critical ph that was 5.7, while on the comparison to the sucrose solutions the mean values were 1.38±1.03 these were not statically evidentiary. The acidogenic potential of chocolates was analyzed and here the values of all the chocolates and solutions, the API of DC was about AB 0.03, PEC approximately 0.41, PEnC that was about 0.93 and the other gave the ranges of 0.88 and 0.45, the sucrose solution gives about 1.00 API. A summary was that the diet chocolates have no acidogenic effect [95].
Conclusion and recommendations
It shows that the simple fruit lowers less pH of saliva as juxtapose to processed juices due to presences of artificial sugars. Simple fruit contains more nutrients than juices. But fresh juice contains nutrients that accept fiber content and less deduction of other nutrients than in processed juice. Fresh juices between processed juice and simple fruit because it lowers the pH not so down to cause destruction. Most pH was lower by processed juice.

Daily consumption of processed juice can cause dental caries which lead to loss of teeth in later ages. Oral health is most important for the rest of the body; any oral diseases can lead to many other diseases in the body.

- Effect of carcinogenicity of snacks in school-going children.
- Demineralization potential of different concentrations of different beverages.
- Alternative means to reduce the acidogenic potential of juices.
- Relation of different types of sugars with dental caries in older people.
- Carcinogenicity of cooked and uncooked vegetables, which are economically present in Pakistan.
- Effect of fresh fruits on salivary pH according to their glycemic index (GI).
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